Introduction
============

With the recent emergence of new sequencing approaches that enable biologists to sample genomes at an unprecedented scale ([@bib63]), a new challenge arises to develop research programs that best leverage these technologies for the next generation of evolutionary questions. For population geneticists studying multiple samples from a single species, such rapid and reliable high-throughput sequencing has the potential to provide unprecedented levels of genome-wide polymorphism data at relatively low cost. In parallel, the advancement of computational resources, including increased memory capacity, storage accessibility, multinode processing, and advanced bioinformatics workflows, has enabled biologists to manage massive genomic data sets. The transition from either full sequencing of selected loci or genotyping many previously ascertained single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), to sequencing entire genomes across many individuals, is an important step in population genetic inference. One advantage is that the potential for ascertainment biases both from surveying previously ascertained SNPs ([@bib33]) and from sampling limited genomic regions ([@bib67]) is greatly reduced. Early resequencing efforts (e.g., [@bib2]) were often biased toward regions that are conserved, found in single copy, or thought to show nonneutral patterns of variation when studied as electrophoretic variants. Genome-wide surveys of variation also provide internal controls for the consequences of demography because changes in population size or mating patterns should affect the entire genome, unlike selective forces that are locus specific ([@bib94]; [@bib68]). Ultimately, a population genomics approach will provide information about the relative effects of genetic drift versus natural selection, and the inference of these evolutionary forces can be globally normalized against the effects of bottlenecks, subdivision, and demography.

Although next-generation sequencing presents a formidable advance in population genomics, a significant limitation in sampling depth remains for organisms with large genomes. Because sequence reads are typically short and genomic regions are not targeted, random sequencing results in a loose patchwork of sparsely aligned regions. Further confounding the problem is that the error rate per nucleotide for a given single read can be considerably higher than Sanger sequence traces ([@bib63]; [@bib77]). This paper determines how well one can make population genetic inferences with shallow read depth using a modest number of individual genomes from the same species. Using a Roche/454 GS-20 platform, we sequenced nine inbred genomes of *Drosophila melanogaster*, representing two populations: an African population from Malawi (*n* = 3) and a North American population from North Carolina (*n* = 6). These data can be readily placed into a rich context, as much is known about the population genetics and biology of *D. melanogaster* ([@bib75]), particularly these two divergent populations ([@bib2]). In addition, its genome (∼180 MB in total, of which 120 MB is euchromatin) is well assembled and expertly annotated ([@bib26]; [@bib66]; [@bib99]).

*Drosophila melanogaster* has long been a model system for studying how patterns of population genetic variation are shaped by demography and selection ([@bib12]; [@bib2]; [@bib39]; [@bib69]; [@bib42]; [@bib47]; [@bib84]). The sparse short-read data set presented here provides the first opportunity to examine patterns of natural variation on a genome-wide scale in *D. melanogaster* and complements recent population genomic studies in *Drosophila simulans* based on low-coverage Sanger sequencing ([@bib13]). In particular, we focus on population genomic variation across inferred functional classes of nucleotides, chromosomes, and geographic populations. We also discuss correlates of variation across the genome, including recombination rate, and take advantage of a large body of previous work that allows for a robust validation of sparse data inference. Additionally, we investigate the utility of sparse short-read data for studying structural variants such as transposable element (TE) sequences and copy number polymorphisms (CNPs). This work clearly shows the high value of sparse short-read data for population genomic inference ([@bib23]) and raises many important considerations for the use of next-generation sequencing technologies in population genetics, particularly in contexts (such as for nonmodel organisms and organisms with large genomes) where sequencing many genomes to high coverage is not yet feasible.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Drosophila Lines and Libraries
------------------------------

A set of six highly inbred (20 generations) isofemale lines collected in Raleigh, North Carolina (RAL-301, RAL-303, RAL-306, RAL-358, RAL-375, RAL-732) and three extracted chromosome lines from Malawi (western Africa; MW28-5, MW56-4, MW63-5) were used in this study. The Malawi lines have wild origin chromosomes 2 and 3, whereas the X and fourth chromosomes may include balancers. Adult genomic DNAs were extracted as follows ([@bib22]): each line was expanded, and nuclei were isolated from adult males and females (in roughly equal proportions). The nuclei were resuspended in CsCl and ultracentrifuged to buoyant density equilibrium. The viscous fractions were dialyzed against TE. CsCl purified and resulting samples were sent to the Washington University Genome Sequencing center by Dr Charles Langley (University of California, Davis).

Roche/454 GS-20 Sequencing
--------------------------

Genomic DNA was fragmented by nebulization according to standard Roche/454 protocols. Nebulized DNA was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis, and fragments within a size range of 500 bp were collected. The collected fragments were linker ligated with a mixture of the two 454-specific linkers, one species of which is biotinylated. An enrichment step was performed to remove fragments with the same species of unbiotinylated linker at both ends, by capturing those with biotinylated linkers on streptavidin magnetic beads. Next, the fragments on the beads were denatured, and the nonbiotinylated strand was reclaimed from the supernatant. First, the released single-stranded DNA fragments were run on an Agilent Bioanalyzer to calculate yield, then coupled to sepharose beads that carry covalently linked oligonucleotides complementary to the linkers ligated onto the nebulized DNA fragments. The input concentration of DNA fragments was adjusted to give, on average, a 1:1 association between beads and DNA fragments. The mixture was then emulsified in an oil suspension containing aqueous polymerase chain reaction (PCR) reactants, and emulsion PCR (emPCR) enabled the amplification of millions of unique fragment--bead combinations in a large batch PCR format. After combining the emPCR reactions for the library, sepharose beads that contained amplified DNA were isolated via streptavidin magnetic beads in order to capture the biotinylated ends of amplified fragments. Following enrichment, the biotinylated strand was melted away by the addition of NaOH, and sequencing primers were annealed to the bead-bound amplicons.

Primer- and polymerase-bound sepharose beads were loaded into a PicoTiterPlate (PTP) device, composed of hundreds of thousands of fused fiber optic strands, the ends of which are hollowed out to a diameter sufficient to contain a single sepharose bead. Smaller magnetic beads, to which pyrosequencing (sulfurylase and luciferase) enzymes are covalently attached, were pipetted into the PTP subsequently, and a centrifugation step packed them around each sepharose bead. The PTP fits into a flow-cell device that positions it against a high-sensitivity CCD camera in the 454 GS-20 sequencing instrument. Pyrosequencing follows, whereby sequential flows of each deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate, separated by an imaging step and a wash step take place. At each well address in the PTP, the incorporation of one or more nucleotides into the synthesized strand on each bead was captured by the CCD camera, which records positional information about each well address that reports a signal during the initial flow cycles and then monitors all addresses throughout the sequencing process. Separate runs were performed for each of the nine lines. All sequences are available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information\'s Short Read Archive under the submission accession, SRA009784 (study accession, SRP001156); basic statistics for each strain are presented as [supplementary table 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online).

Base-Calling and Synthetic Assembly to *D. melanogaster* Reference
------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the native quality scores produced by the Roche/454 GS-20 platform have been shown to underestimate the accuracy of each sequenced nucleotide, we recalled all sequencing reads with the Pyrobayes base-calling algorithm prior to alignment, which empirically estimates error rates from 454 reads of the sequenced strain (iso-1), as previously described ([@bib77]). Empirical error rates are observed to be 0.29% for insertions, 0.09% for deletions, and 0.017% for substitutions (which is more than one order of magnitude smaller than our estimates of θ) and are assumed to be homogenous across runs. We subsequently aligned each 454 read to the *D. melanogaster* Release 5 euchromatic genome ([flybase.org](flybase.org)) using the Mosaik alignment algorithm (<http://bioinformatics.bc.edu/marthlab/Mosaik>). Mosaik uses a hash-based approach for a fast initial read placement, followed by an exhaustive local Smith--Waterman--Gotoh pairwise alignment ([@bib88]; [@bib40]). We employed a relaxed gap opening penalty when aligning portions of 454 reads containing homopolymers. This minimizes spurious SNP calls owing to misalignment in homopolymer regions where the 454 technology is most prone to nucleotide over- or undercalls. We allowed each aligned read to differ from the reference sequence by up to 5% of the read length (e.g., up to five mismatches, insertions, and/or deletions for a 100 bp read). Mosaik examines all possible mapping locations for each read. In an effort to reduce false positives SNP calls that might arise from paralogous alignments, we only retained reads that aligned to a single locus within our 5% divergence threshold. In other words, we excluded reads where two alignments existed with less than 5% divergence relative to the reference genome. Predictably, increasing the tolerance for mismatches increases the number of SNPs we observe ([supplementary table 2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online); All aligned reads from all nine inbred lines were then multiply aligned and converted into ACE format so that polymorphic loci could be identified.

Identifying SNPs---Probabilistic PyroBayes
------------------------------------------

SNPs were called among the aligned sequences from all nine inbred lines using the GigaBayes polymorphism discovery algorithm (Quinlan A, Marth G, in preparation). Although the Bayesian SNP calling framework in GigaBayes is fundamentally similar to the PolyBayes algorithm ([@bib64]), GigaBayes has been rewritten in C++ and is designed to efficiently process large data sets produced by next-generation sequencing platforms. GigaBayes assigned a posterior SNP likelihood to all reference genome positions where mismatches in the aligned reads were observed. The posterior SNP likelihood is derived from the PyroBayes base quality estimates assigned to the aligned bases at each putatively variant site. Owing to fourth and X chromosomes from balancer stocks harbored in maintained African lines, two independent data sets were generated: 1) all strains from both populations but without fourth and X chromosomes and 2) all chromosomes from the North Carolina population. GigaBayes makes a preliminary screen for alignment positions where there is at least one alternate allele aligned with a PyroBayes quality score greater than 5. For all putative polymorphic loci, GigaBayes first computes the posterior likelihood of the three mostly likely diploid genotypes for each aligned strain based on the observed alleles and quality scores for that strain. GigaBayes then computes the posterior SNP likelihood from the computed genotype likelihoods for each aligned strain. The derived posterior likelihood is based on an initial estimate of θ, which for this study, was estimated at 1/200.

For estimates of θ, we include only sites with reads from at least two different strains; this filtering is necessary to ensure that all polymorphisms we include are polymorphic within our sample and do not represent differences between our sample and the reference genome. Furthermore, we exclude any site that is inferred to be heterozygous in a single strain.

Estimating θ Using Partial Data
-------------------------------

To estimate nucleotide diversity (measured as Watterson\'s θ) from the aligned short-read data, we used a modification of the approach described in [@bib44]. We need to correct both for variation in coverage across the alignment and for sequencing errors. For each 50-kb window, we calculate θ per site as follows: for each alignment segment of length *L* with a constant coverage, the number of segregating sites were estimated as the sum of the posterior probability of all putative SNPs, effectively weighting each observed SNP by the probability it is a true positive. We then use the standard Watterson\'s estimator to calculate θ for each segment. To calculate θ for a 50-kb window, then, we sum across the segments of length *L* with constant depth, each weighted by length.

To test the efficacy of this method for correcting for coverage variation, we simulated data using ms under the standard neutral coalescent and then generated simulated short-read sequencing data sets using custom Perl scripts. For each simulated data set, subsampled sites were generated to an expected coverage of 0.1x, 0.25x, 0.5x, 1x, 2x, or 4x per line, using the observed mean and variance of read lengths in our data set. We then calculated θ for each simulated data set both before and after the sparse sampling.

Identification of TE Sequences
------------------------------

To estimate the overall TE content by class and family in 454 sequencing reads from nine strains of *D. melanogaster*, we concatenated files ending in \*TCA.454Reads.fna into a single fasta file for each strain. A custom RepeatMasker library was constructed by modifying the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project\'s TE data set (v9.4.1) to 1) include the class/subclass of each family and 2) remove any TE sequences not from *D. melanogaster*. TE sequences were detected in 454 reads using RepeatMasker open-3.1.6 (parameters: -s -xsmall -gff -no_is) with WU-BlastN (v 2.0) as the search engine. Summary statistics on overall TE abundance per strain were obtained from RepeatMasker .out files. We note that overall estimates of TE content by class and family are based on all chromosomes, and thus African strains were excluded from this analysis because of the nonisogenicity of the fourth and X chromosome in these strains.

To identify individual TE insertions in the nine strains of *D. melanogaster*, we filtered for individual 454 reads that span both TE sequences and non-TE sequences in the genome. Reads had nonzero length after removing all TE nucleotides were used in a BLAT v32x1 search against the *D. melanogaster* Release 5 genome sequence. We refer to these sequences as TE "flank tags." Initial results demonstrated that many flank tags overlapped annotated TEs, which represent unmasked TE sequence in the 454 reads because of sequencing error and/or divergence from the TE consensus sequence. We therefore removed all flank tags that overlapped annotated TEs on genomic coordinates. We also observed that many flank tags hit multiple locations in the genome, which may result from segmental duplications, reference genome misassemblies, or incomplete definition of the consensus TE query sequence. Because we cannot unambiguously determine the location of these flank tags, we removed all flank tags that hit more than one genomic location.

The final set of "unique flank tags" (UFTs) was used to assess the presence or absence of known and novel TE insertions in all nine strains. This analysis only included regions of the Release 5 genome sequence with TEs annotated and curated in ([@bib76]) and omits uncurated repeat regions in the heterochromatic extensions to Release 5 not present in Release 4. To verify the presence of known TE insertions, UFTs were overlapped against the 100 bp upstream and downstream of each TE in *D. melanogaster* annotated and curated in ([@bib76]). Reads that had a UFT mapping within 100 bp of an annotated TE for which RepeatMasker annotated the same TE family in the TE portion of the read were identified as supporting the presence of the annotated TE in that strain.

Identifying CNPs
----------------

Filtering the reads for structural mutation analysis comprised several steps. First, we performed individual BLAT searches of 30 bp flanks from 5' and 3' ends of each 454 read against the *D. melanogaster* Release 5 genome. We then identified reads containing flanks that each possess a single unique hit in the genome and where there exists a difference in length between their position on the actual read versus their alignment on the genome. Second, we applied a homopolymer filter in which reads were removed if the total homopolymer length was greater than twice the difference of read and mapped lengths. Third, duplicated reads were eliminated, and only those reads whose BLAT products consisted of two highly significant hits (*E* value \< 1 × 10^−6^) and one or no hits covering 75% of the read were retained. This provided us with a conservative list of reads that potentially map to structural polymorphism. Some real events were likely excluded by our filter, including mutations in repetitive regions. Reads were subsequently divided into different classes based on mapping position and orientation of read ends. Classes include those in which read ends: 1) map to different chromosome arms, 2) are reverse complement (i.e., + and − strand) but map to the same arm, 3) are in wrong order (e.g., the 5′ end of the read maps 3′ to the 3′ end of the read) but are on the same strand and chromosome arm, and 4) map to the same chromosome arm, strand, and are in the correct order. We confirmed putative deletions and duplications detected by [@bib36] by filtering reads to those with ends that map to CNP ends (within 500 bp).

Genomic Annotations and Statistical Analysis
--------------------------------------------

Gene annotations (e.g., coding sequence \[CDS\], introns, intergenic regions, etc.) were extracted from FlyBase Release 5.4 ([flybase.org](flybase.org)). Divergence between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* were parsed from chain files generated by the University of California Santa Cruz Genome Browser ([genome.ucsc.edu](genome.ucsc.edu)). Tables are available upon request from R.J.K. Statistical analyses were carried out in R version 2.8. R scripts are available upon request from T.B.S.

Results
=======

Developing Methods to Infer Patterns of SNP Variation with Short-Read Data
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The initial challenges to a population genomic analysis of short-read data are read mapping, local assembly, and SNP identification. For the initial mapping, we used the software package Mosaik, which uses a BLAT-like approach to align short sequencing reads to a reference genome (Quinlan A, Marth G, in preparation for further details, see Materials and Methods). Reads from all runs (in both populations) were aligned together. Overall, 66.7% of the *D. melanogaster* assembled reference genome is covered by at least one sequencing read, and 33.4% of the reference is covered by at least two aligned sequencing reads. Alignment coverage varies considerably across the genome ([fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and is highly correlated across the two populations ([fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Regions with very low alignment coverage in both populations likely represent either repetitive regions with little sequence that can be uniquely mapped or regions that are difficult to sequence with 454 technology. In each population, the fraction of bases that are not uniquely aligned fit very closely to expectations from the Lander--Waterman model ([@bib56]): for the North Carolina population (mean alignment coverage = 0.893), 40.3% of bases in the assembled reference genome are not uniquely mapped, compared with an expectation of 40.9%, and for the Malawi population (mean alignment coverage = 0.274), 76.2% of bases in the assembled reference genome are not uniquely mapped, compared with the expectation of 76.0% ([fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Genomic patterns of coverage. (*A*) Mean coverage in 50-kb windows across the genome. Chromosome arms are separated by dashed lines and labeled. X and fourth chromosomes are only shown for North Carolina populations. (*B*) Correlation in mapped coverage between African (Malawi) and North American (North Carolina) samples, measured by mean coverage in orthologous 50-kb windows. (*C*) Frequency distribution of mean coverage in African and North American samples across 50-kb windows.](gbeevp048f01_3c){#fig1}

We used the software package GigaBayes (Quinlan A and Marth G, in preparation) to call SNPs. Briefly, GigaBayes uses a Bayesian approach to estimate a posterior probability that an observed segregating site represents a true SNP, based on the prior probability of observing a SNP and on the 454 sequencing error model (for more details, see Materials and Methods). This method then allows us to propagate the uncertainty in SNP calls through to subsequent population genetic parameter estimates and hypothesis tests. In general, most detected SNPs are called with high confidence ([fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Distribution of SNP probabilities. Histogram of posterior probabilities for SNPs, based on estimates from the combined (North Carolina + Malawi) alignments. Results are similar for North Carolina or Malawi alone.](gbeevp048f02_ht){#fig2}

Traditional tools of population genetic inference are typically not robust to substantial missing data, such as arises from sparse alignments with low-coverage next-generation sequencing projects. Recent work has begun to develop statistical frameworks for sparse coverage population genomics, focusing in particular on estimating nucleotide diversity (θ) when coverage is low and variable ([@bib44]; [@bib49]; [@bib61]). In sequence data from heterozygous organisms, the challenge is not only to correct for variation in coverage in the sample but also to estimate accurately the number of alleles sampled at each position given that multiple reads from a single individual can represent one or two alleles. The *D. melanogaster* data presented here, sequenced from highly inbred strains, are slightly simpler, as we can assume that each strain carries only one allele at each position in the genome (an assumption violated to the extent that residual heterozygosity may exist in our population, but generally considered reasonable for highly inbred Drosophila strains). In practice for the application of GigaBayes, we begin with a strong prior that each site within each line of flies is homozygous.

In order to estimate θ, we modified the approach initially described by [@bib44]. Specifically, we consider a given alignment to consist of discrete segments of constant sample size, with observed segregating sites estimated based on the Bayesian posterior probability of a SNP at each position calculated by GigaBayes as described above. For a given segment with *i* segregating sites and with a constant alignment depth, we calculate θ using the standard Watterson equation ([@bib98]). The number of segregating sites in a segment of *n* sites is estimated as $\sum_{i = 1}^{n}{\Pr\left( S_{i} \right)}$, where Pr(*S~i~*) represents the posterior probability that the *i*th site is segregating. We then sum over segments weighted by the length of each segment.

In order to verify the behavior of our estimator under a range of coverage conditions, we simulated data under a variety of different θ values, coverage depths, and recombination rates based on the empirical properties of our 454 reads (mean and variance of length) and assuming that reads are randomly distributed. Across a range of simulated coverage depths, our estimator is unbiased, although the variance of the estimator increases dramatically at lower coverage ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, coverage is uncorrelated with θ in our simulations, suggesting that our method adequately corrects for coverage variation across the genome.

![Deviation from true θ in simulations. Data were simulated using ms and custom scripts under several different true θs and with varying degrees of coverage. Boxplot shows the proportional error in θ (difference between θ assuming perfect coverage and θ after sampling, divided by real θ) under several coverages for each simulated θ.](gbeevp048f03_3c){#fig3}

We also wanted to test the possible influence of misspecification of the posterior probabilities of segregating sites on our results. Although previous work has suggested that the GigaBayes error model is accurate based on calibration to known sequence data ([@bib77]), we considered the effect of two "worse-case" extremes on the magnitude of our θ estimates: a conservative worse-case scenario and a permissive worse-case scenario. In the conservative scenario, we consider the effect of assuming that all SNPs with a posterior probability of less than 99% are false positives. On average, this results in a θ estimate reduced by 51.9% relative to the standard case: median overall θ for the combined autosomal sample is reduced from 0.0049 to 0.0024. Restricting the sample to synonymous sites or noncoding sites produces a very similar pattern (data not shown). Restricting the sample to nonsynonymous sites results in a slightly larger reduction in median θ (by 62.1% relative to the standard case), apparently due to a slightly lower percentage of observed segregating sites with high posterior probability in the nonsynonymous sample. For the permissive case, we assume that all observed segregating sites, regardless of their posterior probability, represent true SNPs. On average, this results in a combined overall θ estimate increased by 32.7% relative to the standard case (median overall θ increases to 0.0065 from 0.0049). Restricting the sample to nonsynonymous sites or to synonymous sites results in roughly similar increases in θ (by 40.4% and 29.8%, respectively). It is likely that assuming a uniform prior across site classes, as GigaBayes does, is at least partly responsible for the variation in the degree to which different assumptions about sequencing error appear to affect different site classes. However, overall, it appears that assuming badly misspecified sequencing error models can result in θ estimates at most 50% higher or lower than what we observe.

These results suggest that future work should focus on the development of models that allow for different priors for different site classes and that allow computation of full data likelihoods instead of just presence/absence of segregating sites in order to continue to improve inference from low-coverage data. Nonetheless, provided the error model is reasonably good, our simulations show that reliable estimates of θ are possible from even extremely sparse data.

Genomic Landscape of Population Genetic Variation
-------------------------------------------------

We calculated the average nucleotide diversity (θ) for autosomes in both populations, North Carolina X chromosomes and North Carolina fourth chromosomes in 50-kb windows for all sites as well as four subsets of site classes: noncoding (intergenic and intronic), synonymous, 4-fold degenerate, and nonsynonymous ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Our estimates of θ range from a low of 0.000391 at nonsynonymous sites on the North Carolina fourth chromosome to a high of 0.013331 at synonymous sites on Malawi autosomes. Average nucleotide diversity is lowest at nonsynonymous sites across all populations and chromosomes, as expected. With the exception of the North Carolina fourth chromosome, average nucleotide diversity is substantially higher at synonymous and 4-fold degenerate sites than noncoding sites. Although the data we present here are unweighted means of 50-kb windows, diversity estimates from 20 kb and 100 kb windows are highly consistent, as are results when we weight diversity by the fraction of bases in each window sequenced to a depth of at least two (data not shown). For consistency with previous studies, and in order to focus primarily on the classes of sites where variation is least likely to be affected by selection, we primarily focus on synonymous diversity (and intergenic diversity, although that measure is less likely to represent neutral variation) in the following sections.

###### 

Estimates of θ for Each Site Class (All Sites, 4-Fold Degenerate Sites, Noncoding Sites, Nonsynonymous Sites, and Synonymous Sites) from Each Population of *Drosophila melanogaster* and Chromosome Combination

                      North Carolina   Malawi                
  ------------------- ---------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  All                 0.004121         0.002910   0.002342   0.004773
  4-fold degenerate   0.008717         0.005717   0.001366   0.011151
  Noncoding           0.004393         0.003064   0.002640   0.005037
  Nonsynonymous       0.001247         0.000787   0.000391   0.001609
  Synonymous          0.010328         0.006853   0.001723   0.013331

N[OTE]{.smallcaps}.---Major autosomes are pooled. Due to the presence of segregating balancer chromosomes, only autosomes were sampled from the Malawi population.

### African Versus North American Diversity

Previous studies of DNA sequence variation in *D. melanogaster* have shown reduced variation in derived non-African populations relative to ancestral populations in Africa, although the magnitude of the reduction in variation varies considerably among studies ([@bib11]; [@bib39]; [@bib42]; [@bib47]; [@bib84]). Genome-wide nucleotide variation (among 50-kb windows with at least 200 bp of useable sequence from each population; [fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) is significantly reduced in the North Carolina population sampled here relative to the Malawi population at both synonymous sites (median θ~NC~/θ~AF~ = 0.793, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, *P* = 9.832 × 10^−8^) and noncoding sites (median θ~NC~/θ~AF~ = 0.892, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^).

Across orthologous 50-kb windows, both synonymous θ and noncoding θ are highly positively correlated between Malawi and North Carolina populations (synonymous: ρ = 0.617, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; noncoding: ρ = 0.384, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; [fig. 4*B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Numerous variables which may influence patterns of nucleotide diversity across the genome are correlated between the two populations, including gene density and divergence (which are essentially identical), as well as coverage which is highly correlated (ρ = 0.740, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; [fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and recombination rate, which is expected to be very highly correlated except to the extent that polymorphic inversions affect recombination rates. The correlation between Malawi and North Carolina in regional levels of diversity across the genome could be explained by an underlying correlation with any of these factors that are correlated across populations.

![Genomic patterns of diversity. (*A*) Estimates of θ (for all sites in 50-kb windows) across chromosome arms. Chromosome arms are separated by dashed lines and labeled. (*B*) Correlation between African (Malawi) and North American (North Carolina) θ, measured for all autosomal sites in orthologous 50-kb windows. (*C*) Boxplot of North Carolina synonymous θ for different chromosomes and recombination rates. Low recombination, bottom quartile of recombination rate estimates; medium recombination, middle two quartiles; high recombination, top quartile.](gbeevp048f04_3c){#fig4}

### X Chromosome Versus Autosome Diversity

Using the North American lines, we can compare diversity on the autosomes with the X chromosome. Synonymous X chromosome diversity is significantly reduced compared with autosomal diversity (X:A ratio = 0.663; Mann--Whitney *U*, *P* \< 1.78 × 10^−15^; the effect is much stronger in regions of high recombination than low recombination, [fig. 4*C*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). If sex ratios are equal, X chromosome diversity is expected to be three-fourths that of autosomal diversity due to differences in effective population sizes. To test if the reduction we observe in X chromosome diversity deviates from this expectation, we normalized X chromosome diversity by multiplying by 4/3; this normalized X chromosome diversity is still significantly lower than autosomal diversity (normalized X:A ratio = 0.884, Mann--Whitney *U*, *P* = 6.17 × 10^−4^). We find very similar patterns when comparing noncoding diversity between X chromosomes and autosomes (data not shown).

Both selective and demographic effects have been proposed to explain reduced diversity on the X chromosome ([@bib14]; [@bib94]; [@bib84]; [@bib74]). If the average new positively selected mutation is at least partially recessive, hitchhiking is more efficient on the X chromosome, which can lead to reduced X-linked diversity at linked neutral sites under many conditions ([@bib29]) but not all ([@bib70]; [@bib19]). In principle, male-skewed sex ratios could explain this effect, as they will reduce the effective population size of the X chromosome relative to autosomes, and thus reduce the expected level of segregating neutral polymorphism ([@bib24]; [@bib28]). However, it is unlikely that sex-ratio skew can completely account for the reduction in X-linked diversity we observe: to produce the X:A diversity ratio we observe, the population would need twice as many males as females, which is unlikely in the absence of a sex-ratio distorter. Alternatively, [@bib73], [@bib74]) have shown that population size changes can produce X:A diversity ratios consistent with what is observed in Drosophila populations. Finally, sex-biased mutation rates could easily produce the X:A diversity ratios we observe, although no good evidence currently exists for sex-biased mutation rates in Drosophila ([@bib9]).

In our data, the sequencing coverage on the X chromosome would be expected to be only be three-fourths of autosomal coverage because the whole-genome shotgun sampling was from a mixed sex (50:50) genomic extraction. Empirically, our data fit this expectation closely (actual X:A coverage in the North America lines 0.778; [fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It is unlikely however that the reduced polymorphism on the X chromosome is due to lower sampling coverage because, as discussed in the previous section, our simulation results suggest that our θ estimator is unbiased with respect to coverage. Nevertheless, it may be advisable to only extract DNA from adult females in future studies to circumvent this issue. In short, our sparse-data results appear consistent with previous studies with respect to X:autosome polymorphism levels.

### Diversity on the Fourth Chromosome

The fourth chromosome in *D. melanogaster* recombines at very low levels and has been previously observed to be lacking in nucleotide polymorphism ([@bib18]; [@bib96], [@bib97]; [@bib81]). We find that the overall level of nucleotide polymorphism on the fourth chromosome is only 56.8% of that on the major autosomes (Mann--Whitney *U*, *P* = 1.135 × 10^−7^) and 80.5% of that on the X chromosome (Mann--Whitney *U*, *P* = 0.001366). Levels of synonymous diversity are reduced even more severely to 16.7% and 24.4% of autosomal or X chromosome levels, respectively (autosomes: Mann--Whitney *U*, *P* = 1.773 × 10^−9^; X: Mann--Whitney *U*, *P* = 1.141 × 10^−5^). As discussed below, it is likely that the reduction of diversity in regions of low recombination explains some substantial portion of the reduced variability on the fourth chromosome. We compared levels of diversity in very low recombination regions of autosomes and the X chromosome to diversity on the fourth chromosome. In both cases, synonymous diversity on the fourth chromosome is reduced to about 33% of that observed in low recombination regions of the autosomes or X chromosome; Although still a significant reduction (Mann--Whitney *U*, *P =* 0.0003 for autosomes and 0.002 for X chromosomes), it is less reduced than when compared with high recombination regions of the autosomes. These results support previous studies that suggest the presence of recurrent selective sweeps ([@bib65]; [@bib52]) and/or background selection ([@bib30], [@bib31]; [@bib27]) on this small, essentially nonrecombining chromosome.

### Comparisons with Previous Studies

Numerous studies in the past decade have investigated patterns of population genetic variation in *D. melanogaster*, providing an ideal opportunity to investigate the correspondence between genome-wide sparse short-read analysis and traditional sampling and Sanger sequencing approaches ([@bib2]; [@bib42]; [@bib47]; [@bib84]). We summarize estimates of θ from previous comparable studies in [table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. In general, we observe lower estimates of nucleotide diversity in our sample than in previous studies, which we explore in more detail below.

###### 

Previous Estimates of θ for African and Non-African Populations of *Drosophila melanogaster*

  Study                  Population   Chromosome   θ
  ---------------------- ------------ ------------ ---------
  [@bib84]               Af           Auto         0.01392
  [@bib47]               Af           Auto         0.01140
  [@bib2]                Af           Auto         0.00599
  [@bib84]               non-Af       X            0.00473
  [@bib47]               non-Af       X            0.00470
  [@bib2]                non-Af       X            0.00333
  [@bib84]               non-Af       Auto         0.01325
  Hutter et al. (2007)   non-Af       Auto         0.00686
  [@bib2]                non-Af       Auto         0.00541

N[OTE]{.smallcaps}.---Data sets are [@bib47], [@bib84], and [@bib2]. [@bib84] and [@bib47] report on noncoding sites primarily; [@bib2] reports on synonymous sites primarily. Abbreviations: Af, African; non-Af, non-African; Auto, autosomes; X, X chromosomes.

Many early studies of genetic variation in *D. melanogaster* were limited to a small number of loci by the cost of generating extensive sequence data sets; however, a large recent multilocus survey of genetic variation in one African and one European population provides an ideal data set for comparisons to our genome-wide data ([@bib47]). In order to compare our estimates of θ to those from a traditional sequencing approach, we matched loci from [@bib47] to windows in our study. For each locus sequenced in [@bib47], we identify the window that contains the studied locus and compare our estimates of θ from African and North American populations to [@bib47] estimates of θ from African and European populations. Although the populations sampled are not the same (Malawi vs. Zimbabwe for African populations; North Carolina vs. The Netherlands for non-African populations), we would still expect broadly similar patterns of nucleotide diversity across the two studies.

We do find that our estimates of θ for North Carolina and African populations are significantly correlated with estimates from [@bib47] (North Carolina vs. Netherlands: ρ = 0.133, *P* = 6.089 × 10^−16^; Malawi vs. Zimbabwe: ρ = 0.154, *P* = 0.0086). However, the median difference within a window between our estimate and the previous estimate ([@bib47]) is significantly greater than zero for both the non-African and African samples, with higher estimates of θ in [@bib47] (median non-African difference: 0.0015, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; median African difference: 0.0058, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, *P* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^). These data are consistent with several possibilities, including unaccounted for sequencing errors in the ([@bib47]) data set inflating estimates of θ, a too conservative correction for sequencing errors in our data set reducing estimates of θ, or differences between the populations sampled in our study and by [@bib47].

### Genomic Correlates of Diversity across Windows

With genome-wide data, we have a unique opportunity to examine genomic correlates of variation in diversity within populations ([fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We focus on three particular parameters: divergence to *D. simulans*, recombination rate, and gene density. Polymorphism and divergence are predicted to be correlated to the extent that mutation rates vary across the genome; it is important to include divergence in our model in order to correct for variation in mutation rate. Under models of hitchhiking ([@bib65]; [@bib52]) or background selection ([@bib30], [@bib31]; [@bib27]), recombination rate and polymorphism are expected to be negatively correlated, with reduced polymorphism in regions of low recombination. To the extent that higher gene density correlates with more targets for selection, we also expect windows with more coding sequence to have lower levels of linked neutral polymorphism.

To test these hypotheses, we fit a linear model with either autosomal North Carolina θ, X chromosome North Carolina θ or autosomal African θ calculated based on synonymous sites as the independent variable and recombination rate (measured using one of four different approaches), divergence to *D. simulans*, and gene density (as the fraction of CDS in a window) as the dependent variables. In all cases, we find that recombination rate is a significantly positively correlated with θ, divergence is significantly positively correlated with autosomal θ but not X chromosomal θ, and gene density is not significantly correlated with θ ([table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). This is consistent with previous results in *D. melanogaster* ([@bib10]; [@bib4]; [@bib41]) and other species ([@bib55]), although recent genomic studies in *D. simulans* suggest a negative correlation between coding density and polymorphism ([@bib13]) which we do not find here. The fact that we fail to observe a significant correlation with gene density is consistent with recent observations that suggest a substantial fraction of noncoding sequence in Drosophila may be under selection ([@bib16]; [@bib3]; [@bib43]), which would imply that coding density is not a reliable proxy for density of selective targets in a region.

###### 

Type III Sums of Squares and *P* Values from Analysis of Variance for Three Different Models

                                 Sum of squares   df     *F* value   Pr (\>*F*)
  ------------------------------ ---------------- ------ ----------- -----------------
  Autosomes, North Carolina                                          
      Intercept                  0.000595         1      7.83        0.005
      Gene density               0.000006         1      0.08        0.77
      Recombination rate         0.026796         1      352.59      \<2.2 × 10^−16^
      Divergence                 0.002352         1      30.95       3.03 × 10^−8^
      Residuals                  0.140747         1852               
  Autosomes, Malawi                                                  
      Intercept                  0.00236          1      8.39        0.0038
      Gene density               0.00020          1      0.73        0.39
      Recombination rate         0.02629          1      93.6        \<2.2 × 10^−16^
      Divergence                 0.00218          1      7.74        0.0054
      Residuals                  0.48623          1730               
  X chromosome, North Carolina                                       
      Intercept                  0.0013436        1      28.42       1.606 × 10^−7^
      Gene density               0.0000168        1      0.35        0.55
      Recombination rate         0.0002458        1      5.20        0.0231
      Divergence                 0.0000368        1      0.778       0.38
      Residuals                  0.0196677        416                

N[OTE]{.smallcaps}.---In each case, the predictor variables are recombination rate (based on <http://petrov.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/recombination-rates_updateR5.pl>), divergence to *D. simulans* (based on UCSC genome-to-genome alignments), and gene density. The response variable is synonymous θ for North Carolina autosomes, Malawi autosomes, and North Carolina X chromosomes, respectively. In all cases, similar results are obtained when using alternative measures of recombination rate (data not shown). df, degree of freedom.

Interestingly, the extent to which recombination rate is a good predictor of nucleotide diversity varies considerably among North Carolina autosomes, Malawi autosomes, and North Carolina X chromosomes. On the North Carolina autosomes, recombination rate explains between 5.5% and 15.7% of variation in synonymous polymorphism, depending on the measure of recombination rate used. For African autosomes, recombination rate only explains between 1.9% and 5.0% of variation in synonymous polymorphism, and for North American X chromosomes, recombination rate only explains between 1.0% and 1.7% of the variation in synonymous polymorphism.

One possible explanation for this pattern is that recombination rates are different in North American and African populations due to inversions segregating in African populations. Although it is difficult to directly test whether recombination rates are consistent between populations, we can test whether or not regions of high inconsistency in diversity between African and North American populations are correlated with recombination rate: A negative correlation between θ~AF~ − θ~NC~ and recombination rate would suggest that regions of high recombination in North American populations may have low recombination rates in Africa and vice versa. However, we do not observe a significant correlation between θ~AF~ − θ~NC~ and recombination rate (ρ = 0.0211, *P* = 0.3797). We believe a more likely explanation for this pattern is that recombination rates on the *D. melanogaster* X chromosome have recently evolved ([@bib92]). Previous work has shown that correlations between codon bias and recombination rate have shifted on the *D. melanogaster* X chromosome compared with the autosomes ([@bib83]), which is also consistent with a shift in X chromosome recombination patterns in recent evolutionary time.

TE Distributions
----------------

### Unbiased Genome-Wide Estimates of TE Abundance

Estimates of genome-wide TE content in *D. melanogaster* vary widely among different reports. [@bib62] estimated from reassociation kinetics that 12% of the *D. melanogaster* genome is middle repetitive DNA, whereas [@bib100] calculated that 16--17% of the genome is middle repetitive in nature. [@bib89] estimated that three-fourths of middle repetitive DNA, or a total of 9--12% of the genome, would be comprised of families of dispersed repeats like TEs. Estimates of genome-wide TE content based on analysis of sequenced euchromatic and heterochromatic sections of the *D. melanogaster* genome have ranged from 7.5% of the genome ([@bib8]) to 20--22% ([@bib51]; [@bib76]) to 28% ([@bib21]; [@bib86]). The potentially unbiased nature of sampling regions from across the genome using 454 sequencing offers a new source of data to address the question of genome-wide TE content in *D. melanogaster*.

Genome-wide TE content for the six North Carolina strains of *D. melanogaster* estimated from 454 light-shotgun reads is shown in [table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Because this analysis does not place reads to genomic locations, we excluded African strains because of the nonisogenicity of their X and fourth chromosomes. The proportion of sequences matching known TE families ranges from 11.1% in RAL-375 to 13.0% in RAL-303, with a median value of 12.4% across all six strains. In general, these results indicate that genome-wide TE content based on 454 sequencing is more consistent with the results of reassociation kinetic studies than previous analyses based on traditional clone-based Sanger-sequence genome assemblies. Moreover, the overall TE content from 454 sequencing (∼12%) for all strains is clearly higher than that estimated for the euchromatic component of the reference genome sequence (∼3.3%; [@bib17]), indicating that a substantial proportion of 454 reads are from TE-rich heterochromatic regions. Given that 1/3 of the *D. melanogaster* genome is thought to be heterochromatic ([@bib1]), we estimate that ∼30% of all heterochromatic regions are TE sequence. This figure is lower than estimated TE content in heterochromatin based on direct analysis of currently cloned and sequenced regions (50--70%; [@bib46]; [@bib87]). This discrepancy in results based on 454 and Sanger sequencing may imply that currently uncloned, unsequenced portions of the heterochromatin may have substantially lower TE content than cloned and sequenced heterochromatic regions. This inference is consistent with observations of rare "islands" of complex TE sequences in "seas" of simple repeats in centromeric regions of the X chromosome ([@bib91]).

###### 

Abundance of Natural TE Sequences in North Carolina Lines of *Drosophila melanogaster* Estimated from Roche/454 Light-Shotgun Data

  Strain    Total read length (bp)   Total TE (bp)   Total TE (%)   LTR TE (bp)   LINE TE (bp)   DNA TE (bp)   LTR TE (%)   LINE TE (%)   DNA TE (%)
  --------- ------------------------ --------------- -------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- ------------ ------------- ------------
  RAL-301   46018941                 5978658         12.99          3285515       2037690        655453        7.14         4.43          1.42
  RAL-303   35035499                 4566780         13.03          2396756       1678637        491387        6.84         4.79          1.40
  RAL-306   32822554                 3799168         11.57          2055061       1330296        413811        6.26         4.05          1.26
  RAL-358   37903202                 4507858         11.89          2366965       1626406        514487        6.24         4.29          1.36
  RAL-375   34779820                 3850776         11.07          1998471       1449718        402587        5.75         4.17          1.16
  RAL-732   29001706                 3734127         12.88          1906083       1416674        411370        6.57         4.88          1.42

N[OTE]{.smallcaps}.---The total amount and percent of TE sequences, as well as subtotals for each of the major subclasses of TE (LTR, LINE-like, and DNA elements) are shown relative to the total amount of 454 sequences processed.

The rank order of abundance for the major classes/subclasses of TEs is the same for all six North American strains ([table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (∼6.4%) are the most abundant, followed by LINE-like retrotransposons (∼4.4%) and DNA transposons (∼1.4%), as has been observed in the *D. melanogaster* reference genome sequence and other genome sequences in the genus Drosophila ([@bib50]; [@bib17]; [@bib32]). Additionally, sequences for all but 4 of the 125 known *D. melanogaster* TE families are found in each of the North American strains, including families that are absent from the reference genome such as the *P element*. Only the *BS3*, *Helena*, *Helitron*, and *Stalker3* families are not observed in all North American strains, which may simply reflect an effect of sparse shotgun coverage because these families are detected in low abundance in at least two North American strains. At the individual family level, the LINE-like retrotransposon *R1 element* occupies the largest fraction of the genome followed by the LTR retrotransposon *roo*, which is the most abundant family in the euchromatic reference genome sequence ([@bib50]).

### Presence in Natural Strains of TE Insertions Annotated in Reference Genome

We also investigated which of the individual known TE insertions annotated in the *D. melanogaster* genome sequence were present in any of the nine wild-type strains from both populations, excluding TEs on the X and fourth chromosome. To do this, we identified 454 reads containing both TE and unique sequence that mapped to the flanking regions of the 3,961 TEs on chromosomes 2 and 3 in regions of the Release 5 reference assembly that were annotated by [@bib76]. We required these UFTs to map to only one position in the genome. A summary of TEs on chromosomes 2 and 3 in the reference genome with supporting UFTs in these nine wild-type strains can be found in [supplementary file 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online), coordinates of UFTs overlapping these TE flanking regions can be found as [supplementary file 2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online), and an illustration of UFTs that overlap known TEs on chromosome arm 3L is shown in [figure 5*A*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

![TE distribution across lines. (*A*) Overview of unique flank tags (UFTs) from *Drosophila melanogaster* Roche/454 sequences that overlap known TEs on chromosome 3L. (*B*) An example of a fixed ancestral TE, gypsy12{}5130 (FBti0063191) that co-localizes with a *cis*-regulatory module (CRM) from the *Esterase-6* (*Est-6*) gene that drives reporter gene expression in the male anterior ejaculatory duct (AED). Reporter gene constructs are from [@bib60]; [@bib93]](gbeevp048f05_3c){#fig5}

In total, each light-shotgun sequence produced UFTs that overlapped 90--203 TEs (minimum in MW28-5/MW56-4 and a maximum of in RAL-301) on the major autosomes, corresponding to 2.3--5.1% of known TEs on chromosomes 2 and 3 in the reference genome. We find that the presence of 22.3% (885/3961) of TEs on chromosomes 2 and 3 annotated in the euchromatic genome sequence is supported by at least one UFT in one or more wild-type strain. The majority of TEs are supported by UFTs in only one strain (71.6%, 634/885). Previous estimates based on population sampling of a limited number of loci suggest that \>40% of annotated TEs are present in natural strains ([@bib58]), and thus this sample of unique 454 TE flank tags likely underestimates the proportion of annotated TE insertions segregating in nature. This underestimate likely arises from the incomplete coverage of these light-shotgun data, omission of the TE-rich fourth chromosome, and the requirement for UFTs to map uniquely in the genome, which prevent UFTs from mapping to TE dense regions that are enriched in segmental duplications ([@bib17]; [@bib37]).

The majority of known TE insertions on chromosomes 2 and 3 found in natural strains are from the *INE-1* family of elements (55.6%, 492/885), for which 32.2% (492/1529) of *INE-1* elements in the reference genome on chromosomes 2 and 3 are found in one of the nine wild-type strains. This result is consistent with the facts that *INE-1* is the most numerous TE annotated in *D. melanogaster* genome sequence ([@bib76]) and that insertions for this family are thought to have fixed in the genome prior to speciation from the common ancestor with *D. simulans* ([@bib85]; [@bib82]; [@bib95]; see below). If we assume that all *INE-1* elements in *D. melanogaster* are fixed, then the proportion of *INE-1* insertions discovered in natural strains should represent the proportion of true positive TEs detected using the UFT method in this sample of 454 reads. Using this correction factor applied to the number of TEs observed in natural strains yields 2748 (885/0.322) TEs on chromosomes 2 and 3 that would be discovered in nature given full genome coverage of these strains, which would convert to 69.4% (2748/3961) of all TEs annotated on chromosomes 2 and 3 in the reference genome sequence. This number slightly exceeds the total number of TEs that are annotated in low recombination regions on chromosomes 2 and 3 (*n* = 2673). Given the fact that the majority of annotated TEs found in these strains are in low recombination regions (73.8%, 653/885), the data are compatible with a scenario in which essentially all TEs in *D. melanogaster* low recombination regions are fixed or segregating at high frequencies in natural populations ([@bib7]), with only ∼6% \[(2748 − 2673)/(3961 − 2673)\] of insertions in the reference genome at appreciable frequency in high recombination regions.

Our data also indicate that the likelihood of a TE insertion in the reference genome to be found segregating at appreciable frequency in nature depends on its transposition mechanism, with DNA-based transposons found with higher probability than RNA-based retrotransposons. Approximately 31.3% of DNA-based elements on chromosomes 2 and 3 are found in natural strains (659/2106), whereas only 15.7% of LINE (126/801) or 9.5% of LTR (100/1054) elements are present on chromosomes 2 and 3 of natural strains. This effect is not due solely to the highly abundant *INE-1* family, as 28.9% (167/577) of non-*INE-1* DNA elements on chromosomes 2 and 3 are also present in natural strains. Thus, the abundance of a TE class across the *D. melanogaster* reference genome is inversely related to the likelihood of its presence in natural strains. With complete genome coverage, we estimate ∼90% of DNA elements would be shown to be segregating at appreciable frequencies in nature, in contrast to ∼65% of annotated LINE or ∼30% of LTR elements. The higher population frequency of DNA and non-LTR elements relative to LTR elements may be related to the fact that they are in general shorter ([@bib50]) and that shorter TE insertions are predicted to be less deleterious under models that posit TE evolution is controlled by genome compaction ([@bib38]) or ectopic exchange ([@bib71]). Alternatively, this pattern may reflect the differences in the historical activity of TE classes associated with worldwide colonization ([@bib15]) perhaps due to recent horizontal transfer ([@bib6]).

### Identification of Putatively Ancestral TE Insertions

Finally, we applied the same UFT strategy to the Sanger shotgun traces from seven strains of *D. simulans* generated by the Drosophila Population Genomics Project ([@bib13]), which revealed a set of TE insertions in the *D. melanogaster* genome that are likely to have inserted in the common ancestor of these species. As a positive control that cross-species UFT mapping is effective, we can recover three TEs that have been reported previously in the literature as ancestral (FBti0064176 \[[@bib7]\]; FBti0019203, FBti0020079 \[[@bib15]\]). In total, 19.3% (1039/5385) of all Release 5 TEs overlapped with UFTs from *D. simulans*. The overwhelming majority of ancestral insertions are from the *INE-1* family (86.4%, 898/1039), which is thought to have undergone transposition prior to the divergence of these two species ([@bib85]; [@bib82]; [@bib95]). Here, we provide direct evidence of ancestral insertion for 40.2% (898/2235) of all annotated *INE-1* elements. The remainder of the putatively ancestral non-*INE-1* TE insertions falls roughly evenly among the three major TE classes (58 DNA elements, 49 LINE elements, and 34 LTR elements) with nearly equal numbers in high (61) and low (80) recombination regions.

We investigated in detail the set of four putatively ancestral TE insertions that are present in the maximal number of strains observed (5 of 7) in high recombination regions and identified 2 potential cases of molecular domestication: 1) a *TART-A* element (FBti0061962) that spans the terminal two exons of the nuclear RNA export factor 2 (*nxf2*) gene, and 2) a *gypsy12* element (FBti0063191) that co-localizes precisely with the *Est-6* anterior ejaculatory duct *cis*-regulatory module ([@bib60]; [@bib93]; [fig. 5*B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly, although present in *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* genomes, this *gypsy12* element appears to be absent from the *Drosophila yakuba* genome (data not shown), which correlates perfectly with the presence or absence of *Est-6* expression in the male ejaculatory duct in these species ([@bib79]). Because *Drosophila pseudoobscura*, an outgroup to these three species, also lacks the ejaculatory duct regulatory element and expression pattern ([@bib93]), we propose that the insertion of *gypsy12* into the *Est-6* promoter region (either directly or indirectly) led to the gain of *Est-6* ejaculatory duct expression in the ancestor leading to the *melanogaster--simulans* lineage after divergence from the rest of the *melanogaster* species subgroup.

CNPs in the *D. melanogaster* Genome
------------------------------------

It is becoming clear that differences in the number of copies of large-scale DNA segments represent a substantial source of genetic variation across diverse species. Indeed, in humans and in model genetic organisms, including *D. melanogaster*, CNP can account for variation in ∼10% of the genome and ∼8% of genes ([@bib78]; [@bib35]; [@bib90]; [@bib36]; [@bib45]). Genome-wide experimental surveys of CNPs have been possible by using array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) ([@bib72]), with probes of various size (from 25-mer oligos to bacterial artificial chromosomes) and genome density (in CDS or tiling array). Although ideal for initial characterization, at least two limitations of aCGH exist. First, array platform differences can produce biased, nonoverlapping data sets ([@bib78]; [@bib45]). Second, resolving each of the thousands of CNP breakpoints that are discovered by aCGH requires extensive experimental follow-up work (e.g., through genome walking and sequencing of CNP ends). As an unbiased alternative to aCGH, several recent studies have demonstrated the power of high-throughput sequencing to resolve known CNPs at the level of individual base pairs and to discover novel CNPs and other types of structural variation ([@bib53]; [@bib25]; [@bib34]).

To detect CNPs with our 454 sequencing data, we developed a pipeline to identify reads that span breakpoints of CNP events, depicted in [figure 6*A*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. We initially performed a BLAT search of the 5' and 3' ends (30 bp) of each read against the *D. melanogaster* genome to identify reads where each end of the read has a single unique hit in the genome and where the genomic distance between hits on the reference assembly differs from the length of the read. We then screened these initial candidates with two additional filters: First, we removed any read where the total length of homopolymer sequence was greater than twice the inferred insertion or deletion size. This filter conservatively removes size differences that could be explained by errors in determining the length of homopolymer runs, which can be a substantial problem in 454 sequencing data. Second, we BLASTed the full sequence of the remaining candidates against the *D. melanogaster* genome and removed reads where the Blast result and the initial BLAT results of the ends are inconsistent. Finally, we then screened the final set to remove duplicate reads. This workflow produced a conservative estimate of the extent of CNP diversity among 454 sequences. Some events cannot be detected by this pipeline, such as insertions of repetitive sequence in the sequenced read relative to the reference, which would lead to one end of the read having nonunique Blast hits. Nonetheless, this approach can detect a number of structural mutations, including deletions of any size, small insertions, translocations, inversions, and tandem duplications ([supplementary fig. 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online).

![Diversity in CNP. (*A*) Flowchart of CNP detection pipeline. (*B*) An example of an observed deletion in the sampled line. The sequenced read is shown in dark blue, mapped to the genome; the predicted deletion is shown in light blue. (*C*) An example of an observed duplication. The sequenced read is shown in dark blue (note that the 3' end of the read maps 5' of the 5' end, as would be predicted for a tandem duplication), with the predicted region that is duplicated shown in light blue.](gbeevp048f06_3c){#fig6}

To facilitate discrimination among different structural mutation types, the 1,898 reads that passed our filtering criteria were divided into four classes based on mapping position and read-end orientation ([fig. 6*A*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Classes include those in which read ends: 1) map to different chromosome arms ("dispersed"), 2) are oriented on plus and minus strands but map to the same arm ("reverse complement"), 3) are in the incorrect order (e.g., the 5′ end of the read maps 3′ to the 3′ end of the read) but are on the same strand and chromosome arm ("wrong order"), and 4) map to the same chromosome arm, strand, and are in the correct order ("standard"). These different configurations are likely to represent different mutational events: translocation events will produce signatures consistent with the dispersed pattern, duplications and deletions with the standard pattern, tandem duplications with the wrong order pattern, and inversions with the reverse complement pattern ([supplementary fig. 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online).

Of reads that fit into a standard conformation, half (947) are consistent with a deletion (relative to the reference genomic sequence). The median size of these deletion events is 32 bp; most deletion events we detect are small, with only 15.2% of all deletions larger than 1 kb and only 4.1% larger than 10 kb. However, we do observe a few very large events (deletions in excess of 1 Mb), which are likely explained by the presence of dispersed duplicates on the same chromosome arm, chimeric sequences produced during adapter ligation (a problem for all singleton reads), or an inadequacy in our filtering or pipeline. A smaller number of small-sized duplications/insertions (370) occur in the data set and are much smaller in length (mean = 20.05 bp), suggesting that they represent a more homogeneous group of polymorphisms. A total of 423 reads have dispersed ends that map to different chromosome arms: these reads could represent translocations or chimeric sequences produced during adapter ligation. We tested for a skew in the distribution of these putative translocations across the assembled *D. melanogaster* genome. If translocations are randomly dispersed, the probability of movement between chromosome arms will depend on their relative sizes. Of 361 dispersed reads located in assembled regions, 359 have at least one end in a euchromatic region and 37 have at least one end in a heterochromatic region. This is consistent with random expectations, considering that ∼93% of the *D. melanogaster* genome sequence is euchromatin (goodness-of-fit *G*-test; *P* \> 0.2). We also find that the total number of translocations associated with each chromosome arm is consistent with their relative size (goodness-of-fit *G*-test; *P* \> 0.3). Furthermore, for a given arm, translocations are dispersed randomly among the other arms (goodness-of-fit *G*-test; *P* \> 0.1). Overall, these observations are consistent with an absence of bias in gene segment "traffic," in contrast to the pattern previously reported for newly retroposed genes ([@bib20]); this suggests the possibility that chimeric sequences produced during adapter ligation may explain most or all of these putative translocation events.

CNPs previously characterized by aCGH in *D. melanogaster* ([@bib36]) were also uncovered by 454 sequencing, in spite of low sequence coverage (∼0.2× per line) and the use of different fly strains. Although few of the 1,000's of CNPs uncovered by aCGH could be verified in our data set, shared polymorphisms suggest that these mutations are either weakly deleterious (or neutral) or are sites of recurrent mutation. Tandem duplications and deletions are among the easiest structural mutation class to recognize with short-read sequence data because of their distinctive sequence characteristics ([supplementary fig. 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online). Five reads show patterns consistent with the presence of a tandem duplication break point and are near four aCGH characterized duplications ([supplementary table 3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp048/DC1) online). Two tandem duplications occur in coding regions. One 1,677 bp duplication contains the entire coding sequence for *CG17301* and part of a neighboring gene, *Odorant Receptor 23a* (*Or23a*) ([fig. 5*B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The second coding region duplication is 4,580 bp long and comprises the 3′ end of the alternative transcript, *Sap-r PA*. A total of 12 deletions in reads correspond to presumptive aCGH deletions. Of these, three are \>50 bp in length and include an 858 bp deletion in the 3′ UTR of an alternative transcript for *CG11155* (*CG11155-RB*; [fig. 6*C*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), a 480 bp deletion in an intron for *Nipped-A*, and a 146 bp deletion in an intron for *dnc*. We found no evidence for inverted tandem duplicates that corresponded to aCGH duplications.

Discussion
==========

To sample genotypic space within species, empirical population genetics has closely followed the current state of the art molecular techniques for surveying genetic variation ([@bib5]). From the early days of protein electrophoresis ([@bib57]), to DNA sequencing ([@bib54]), to surveys of microsatellite variation ([@bib80]; [@bib48]), to large-scale resequencing screens ([@bib47]), two major goals in population genetics have been to characterize patterns of genetic variation in natural populations and, subsequently, to infer processes of evolutionary change. Efforts to unravel evolutionary processes at a finer scale have motivated the development of tools to increase both the number of sampled individuals and the fraction of the genome covered. New sequencing technologies ([@bib63]) are now instigating a step change in the scope of population genetics by generating sample coverage and depth at a much higher scale than ever before. As the quantity of data available for population genetic analysis grows to multiple full genome proportions ([@bib59]), new techniques and analytical approaches will be required. Several studies have already begun to develop methods for estimating nucleotide diversity from sparse data ([@bib44]; [@bib49]; [@bib61]), but none have yet applied these approaches to real short-read data sets. As data begin to appear from large-scale resequencing projects such as the 1000 Genomes Project in humans, the 1001 Genome Project in Arabidopsis, and the Drosophila Genetic Reference Panel Project in flies, understanding the practical application and limitations of these short-read methods will become increasingly important.

Here, we present the first attempt to make population genetic inference on a genomic scale from low-coverage alignments. Using two populations of *D. melanogaster*, sampled at different coverage levels, we employed stringent approaches and criteria, including conservative alignments, probabilistic SNP models, and a correction to estimate nucleotide diversity. In many cases, we recapitulate patterns of SNP variation previously observed in Drosophila: reduced diversity on the X chromosome relative to autosomes, reduced diversity in non-African populations relative to ancestral African populations, and positive correlations between recombination rate and diversity. We also report novel results that depend on broad-scale sampling, in particular our observation that correlations between recombination rate (based on the standard genetic map of *D. melanogaster*) and diversity appear to be stronger for non-African autosomes than other populations and chromosomes.

However, our approach also suffers from important limitations. Our estimates of θ appear to be influenced by the conservative choices made during alignment and SNP calling: we tend to observe lower estimates of θ than previously reported. In future studies, it will be important to recognize that alignment and SNP calling methods can have significant impacts on downstream estimates of diversity. Additionally, given current methods and the sparse nature of our data set, we cannot make inferences that depend on frequency-based statistics. Deeper coverage and methods that allow for the calculation of full data likelihoods (as opposed to just the probability of a site being a SNP or not, relative to the reference) will be necessary to fully capture allele frequency information in sparse data sets.

Sampling entire genomes from natural populations via an increasing number of new sequencing platforms is likely to become the norm in population genomics. As sequencing significantly decreases in cost, in may soon be feasible to generate full, high-coverage resequencing data for model organisms with relatively small genomes. However, sparse data sets such as the one we describe here will undoubtedly become the norm in nonmodel organisms and in organisms with large genomes. It is therefore imperative that we continue to develop rigorous statistical methods that deal with this onslaught of random genomic sequences. In this paper, we highlight the potential problems of sparse coverage population genomics, which include alignment issues, sequencing quality, variable depth of coverage, and missing sites. We show that solutions to these problems---a conservative Mosaik assembly incorporating sequencing errors, Bayesian model for SNP identification, and unbiased estimators of nucleotide diversity (i.e., θ)---allow us to infer the expected patterns of variation from even very sparse coverage across two populations of *D. melanogaster*, although further work will be required to develop methods to allow inference based on allele frequencies and to address the challenges inherent in a probabilistic approach to alignment and data quality.

Even current methods demonstrate the ample promise of short-read population genomics, especially for organisms where resources for high-quality and deep-coverage resequencing projects are not available. Sparse-coverage population genomic projects will always face some limitations: de novo assembly of low-coverage data is not feasible, and thus any population genomic study of this sort will require a reference genome for mapping purposes. Although the reference genome need not necessarily be the same species as the surveyed populations, more distant reference genomes will reduce mapping efficiency. Mapping efficiency is also likely to be reduced in organisms with very large genomes and especially those with high repetitive DNA content, as repetitive sequences generally cannot be uniquely mapped to the reference. However, beyond the availability of a suitable reference, we believe that sparse-coverage short-read approaches provide a cost-effective and accessibility way to survey genome-wide variation in a wide range of organisms. The method for inferring θ described here is easily applicable to heterozygous organisms ([@bib44]), obviating the need for inbreeding prior to sequencing. Furthermore, genome-wide sampling has important advantages over alternative approaches, such as sequencing targeted genomic regions: as we demonstrate, a single experiment can provide information about SNPs, CNPs, and variation in TE content.

Population genetics has historically focused on mutational variants comprised of single nucleotide change. By utilizing random sequences aligned to a reference assembly, new genomic data hold the promise to provide a richer snapshot of extant genetic variation beyond single nucleotide variants. With genome-wide data amassed on a population scale, we can also characterize such patterns of genomic variation as TE diversity and CNP. By sampling structural and sequence variation in an integrated manner and by providing cost-effective ways for population-genomic inference in nonmodel organisms, next-generation sequencing is ushering us into a new era in population genomics that will allow comprehensive insights into the molecular variation underlying all genome and organismal evolution.
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